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Costs vs benefits of birds and insects in agricultural landscapes. 

Case study: south-east Australian apple orchards. 
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Abstract 

 

Animal activity can provide benefits to farmers through the provision of ecosystem services 

(ES) (e.g. pollination, biological control) or create costs by damaging crops, livestock or 

infrastructure. Traditionally, these two outcomes (positive and negative) have been treated 

separately, which results in many individual species or animal groups being labelled 

simplistically as ‘pests’ or ‘beneficials’. Unfortunately, this approach may overlook the 

complex interactions and trade-offs occurring within the agricultural system across time and 

space. Sustainable agriculture depends on managing agro-ecosystems within the context of 

ecological trade-offs between animal activity and environmental variables. This links 

agricultural production and biodiversity conservation by moving beyond the limited scope of a 

single species group, ES or crop stage. Recent evidence shows that pollination and pest 

control ES can have synergistic effects on crop yield, yet few studies have considered these 

plant-animal interactions across taxonomic groups or landscape contexts. Here, we 

investigate whether different taxonomic groups (birds and insects) can synergistically 

influence crop yields through positive and negative effects on crop plants. We surveyed bird 

and insect communities in six apple orchards in southern Australia, from flowering to harvest. 

We also used ‘open’ and ‘bird-excluded’ treatments to measure fruit set and fruit damage on 

10 focal trees per orchard. With our preliminary results, we identify relationships between 

animal activity and crop variables and show how ecological cost-benefit trade-offs can 

influence crop yields. We also look at potential relationships between environmental factors 

and the positive and negative outcomes of animal activity. This approach identifies net 

outcomes of animal activity within agro-ecosystems, which can promote biodiversity 

conservation and sustainable management practices in agricultural landscapes. 

  

  


